
Remotely Manage: remotely manage users,
schedules, and other access policies from
Admin Web portal or Enclave App.
Remotely Monitor: monitor access activities
from the Enclave App or Admin Web Portal
in real-time. 
Remotely Act: remotely unlock a door and
more.
Registered Users: assign and track user
activities. 
Visitors: assign access rights to visitors and
send invitations with one-click.
Browser-based Admin Web Portal:  use the
convenient Admin Web Portal to manage
the system from a browser.
Flexible Access Policies: restrict door
access or automatically unlock according to
a schedule.
Virtual Unlock Methods: mobile credential
unlock, remote unlock, keypad, one-click,
app-less, and hands-free.
Physical Unlock Methods: Wiegand
interface allows for the use of cards, fobs,
and physical keypads.  
Emergency Response Advanced Actions:
advanced actions can be used for
emergency response.
Cloud Stored Audit Trail: track all activities,
stored in the cloud for 1 year. Use quick
search or export to csv. 
No Network & Networked Modes: can
operate in BLE buffered mode and WIFI
based always connected mode.
Invitation System: Automatically send email
invitations to users & visitors with one-click.  
Future Proof: without changing hardware,
upgrade to a feature rich subscription as
your access control needs grow.

The Virtual Keypad System  (VKS) is an affordable and
straightforward PIN-keypad access control solution.
The AirAllow Remote Pro Subscription (Pro) is a convenient,
intuitive, yet powerful full featured access solution.

Award winning AirAllow is an easy-to-use and convenient
commercial access solution that can be managed from anywhere. 

Simple. Smart. Powerful.

AirAllow Subscription Comparison

Feature Comparison

Virtual Keypad System
Remote Pro Subscription
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Entry via PIN on your phone: users
enter a PIN on the phone's keypad to
gain access.
Automatically unlock a door
according to a schedule: customize
the schedules to meet your unique
needs. Two schedules are included
with the VKS. Additional schedules are
offered with higher tier subscriptions. 
Day-of-Week and Holidays: configure
automated schedules according to
day-of-week with holiday
considerations.  No more worries
about forgetting to change the
schedule for holidays, it is automatic
with AirAllow.
Future Proof: without changing
hardware, upgrade to a feature rich
subscription as your access control
needs grow.


